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Like his predecessors before him, especially Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, Aqa Maula Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
spends his days and nights working for the spiritual and worldly well-being of Mumineen. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin RA used to say, "I stay up of nights for your sake" (maara raat na ujaagra tamaara waaste che).
His namesake and successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has an intense cycle of activity every day:
Ibadat, doa, sabaq, bethak, and other Dawat matters, interspersed with seasonal activities such as Ashara,
Shehrullah, visits to Mumineen towns, conferences, and meetings with religious and political leaders.
In addition, just as Maulana Ali SA did farming and spent his income towards the betterment of
Muslimeen, so too Huzurala TUS personally oversees business and commercial farming operations in the
USA, to ensure the financial strength and independence of Dawat, and to provide for the upliftment and
social welfare of Mumineen, for the legal battle of Dawat, and for other Dawat expenses.
All this in the midst of the Bombay High Court battle for the very souls of Mumineen no less, and for
the future of the Dawoodi Bohra community. The hours and hours of preparation, encompassing hundreds
of documents, and the entire history, literature, and doctrine of our faith, including the events of the past
50+ years, and meetings with the legal team are only part of the preparation. With the tayeed of Imam-uzzaman SA, the overwhelming peace and tranquillity, and continuous energy which Aqa Maula TUS exudes
belies the immense weight of responsibility of Dawat, of its future and prosperity, and all Mumineen,
which Maulana TUS carries.
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يا آل طه يا بني فاطمة

دعوتكم قائمـــة دائمـــة

O children of Taha! O children of Fatema!
Your Dawat flourishes today, and will remain forever.

-Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA
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Overview
Like his predecessors before him, especially Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, Aqa Maula Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
spends his days and nights working for the spiritual and worldly well-being of Mumineen. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin RA used to say, "I stay up of nights for your sake" (maara raat na ujaagra tamaara waaste che).
His namesake and successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has an intense cycle of activity every day:
Ibadat, doa, sabaq, bethak, and other Dawat matters, interspersed with seasonal activities such as Ashara,
Shehrullah, visits to Mumineen towns, conferences, and meetings with religious and political leaders.
In addition, just as Maulana Ali SA did farming and spent his income towards the betterment of
Muslimeen, so too Huzurala TUS personally oversees business and commercial farming operations in the
USA, to ensure the financial strength and independence of Dawat, and to provide for the upliftment and
social welfare of Mumineen, for the legal battle of Dawat, and for other Dawat expenses.
All this in the midst of the Bombay High Court battle for the very souls of Mumineen no less, and for
the future of the Dawoodi Bohra community. The hours and hours of preparation, encompassing hundreds
of documents, and the entire history, literature, and doctrine of our faith, including the events of the past
50+ years, and meetings with the legal team are only part of the preparation. With the tayeed of Imam-uzzaman SA, the overwhelming peace and tranquillity, and continuous energy which Aqa Maula TUS exudes
belies the immense weight of responsibility of Dawat, of its future and prosperity, and all Mumineen,
which Maulana TUS carries.
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
54th Dai-l-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohra Community

Al-Dai al-Ajal al-Fatemi Syedna Taher Fakhruddin
TUS captains the ship of Dawat with Imami ta’eed
and heavenly guidance. He has continued the 53rd
Dai-l-Mutlaq, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin's RA,
battle in the Bombay High Court and challenged
the usurpers to a public debate. He has showered
Mumineen with precious pearls of ilm, hidayat and
doa. Hundreds of thousands of Mumineen have
taken barakaat from Syedna Fakhruddin’s many
waaz and bayaans which Syedna graciously granted
raza to broadcast on YouTube. On 26th Rabiul
Akhar 1438H, Mumineen Mukhliseen in all parts of
the world joyously celebrated the Milad-e Zahabi
(50th Saligirah) and Takht-e Nashini of our beloved
Dai-z-zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
The celebrations began on the eve of Aqa Maula’s
Milad, and continued through the next three days,
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culminating with the mubarak Milad of our beloved
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin Maula on 29th
Rabiul Akhar, and the first night of the new month
of Jumadal Ula. The three day program included
Milad Majlis – Quran tilawat, madeh, wadhawanu
program, three days of sabaqs, Mumineens’ ziafats,
barbecue program, and a sports program.
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin combines indepth knowledge of Islamic traditions and
their applicability in today’s world with acute
business acumen. In these turbulent times, his
sage leadership promises to be a grounding force
for the larger Muslim community as a vocal
advocate of plurality and tolerance; and a beacon
for Mumineen, steering them on the true path of
conviction and faith, and guiding them to a life of
peace, prosperity and happiness in this world and in

the Hereafter.
Syedna Fakhruddin was born in Mumbai on 26th
Rabiul Akhar 1388H (21 July 1968), during the era
of the 52nd Dai Muqaddas Maulana Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA. Syedna Burhanuddin gave him
the mubarak name of his revered grandfather
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA. Beloved eldest
son of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, Syedna
Fakhruddin throughout his life received his
father’s continuous personal and special training
in ilm-e Aal-e-Mohammed and in the running and
directing of Dawat affairs. Syedna Fakhruddin
lived in Cairo where he studied Arabic and Quran
memorization and recitation. He came first in
his Bombay University class where he earned an

Arabic literature BA, and obtained an MA in Arabic
literature from London University’s School of
Oriental and African Studies (SOAS).
Syedna Fakhruddin leads Mumineen in ibadat, and
counsels them in their daily lives on matters ranging
from marriage counseling to business problems, to
arbitrating in disputes - transforming and turning
around their lives. Under his wise and strong
leadership and his lifegiving bayaan and nazaraat,
Mumineen aboard the Safina of his Imami Dawat
are at peace. May Allah Ta’ala grant our beloved
Maula, Shamsud-duaatil-mutlaqeen, Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin, longest life till Qiyamat, and the
strength to perform Imamuz zaman khidmat. May
Allah grant him nasr-e-azeez and fath-e-mubeen.
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Syedna Qutbuddin RA
Roza Ta'sees
On the first Urus Mubarak of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, Naseemu
Barakaatil-Ursil-Mubarak - 23 Jumadal Ukhra 1438H, Syedna
Fakhruddin TUS performed the Ta’sees (foundation ceremony) of
Syedna Qutbuddin’s Qubba Mubaraka at 10:53 AM.
Syedna had announced in the Waaz the previous night that the Qubba
Mubaraka foundation would be laid on Urus Mubarak day and he prayed
that “it would shine for the people of the heavens as the stars shine for
the people of earth.” Syedna also revealed that – just like Rozat Tahera
– the entire Quran Majeed would be written on the inner walls of the
Qubba Mubaraka.
Syedna also urged Mumineen to participate in the Roza Qutbiyyah
fund “with their hearts” and “to participate with the knowledge that
this is khidmat. It is because of our Anbiya, Aimmat and Du'at that we
have Jannat. In gratitude for that, participate in this khidmat. And those
who have already committed funds to this khidmat – many have even
done araz already – May Allah Ta’ala grant them barakat.”
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“It will shine for the people of the heavens
as the stars shine for the people of earth.”

"Mamluku-Aal-e-Mohammed – I
have done niyyat to construct
Bawajisaheb’s Roza Qutbiyyah.
Preparations are under way so that
the Quran would shade the qabar just
as in Rozat Tahera. May this Roza
shine just as Syedna Qutbuddin’s luminescent and shining persona. And
may Mumineen continue to receive
barakaat."
- Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
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Taqreeb

Taqreeb is an Arabic word which means “to bring closer," The Taqreeb Conference Series—and the
educational foundation that sponsors it named the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program (QJSP)—was instituted
by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. Through the Taqreeb initiative, Syedna Qutbuddin sought to propagate
affectionate relationships and mutual cooperation between all who call Mother India their home, and indeed,
between all members of the global human family.
Taqreeb is the need of the hour today, when there are people and forces drawing us apart with violent results.
It is important for scholars to get together and bring people together. The question of course is how?
History presents us with a variety of models we could choose to emulate. The question we must ask ourselves
is this: Which models do we want to follow? Syedna Qutbuddin's vision was to focus on doctrines that espouse
peace and on exemplars who promote harmony. The next question is this: How do we disseminate the message
of harmony? Syedna Qutbuddin believed that one of the most effective weapons in the fight against bigotry and
hatred is education. As Maulana Ali ibn Abi Talib has said, “People are enemies of things they do not know.”
Today, with Syedna Fakhruddin's blessings, guidance, and patronage, QJSP and its Taqreeb Harmony
initiative continue to grow from strength to strength. A major goal is to promote academic research on the topic
of bridge-building, and to connect this effort with religious leaders and political authorities on the ground, here in
India and around the world.

Jawaharlal Nehru University, December 2017
Ideas of Harmonious Coexistence: Religions and Philosophies of India
The Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program (QJSP) hosted the 2nd Taqreeb conference series on 27-28
December 2017 at the Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi, India. The objective of the conference was
to gather leading academic scholars, thinkers and community leaders to discuss and promote harmonious
coexistence of various peoples/faiths in India and across the world. More than 25 scholars, academics and
leading thinkers across various faiths and religious from India and across the world participated in a series of
lectures, workshops and discussions about the best practices from the some of the greatest thought leaders
and influencers in the world were discussed such as Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA immense contribution to
religious harmony in India and his wise counsel. On the second day of the conference, a key-note special
session was held, where various religious and faith leaders from across India and the world presented their
thoughts on the subject.

His Holiness Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin Saheb TUS
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His Holiness The Dalai
Lama

His Holiness Acharya
Dr. Lokesh Muni

Dr Ali K. Merchant

His Eminence Archbishop
Anil Joseph Thomas Couto

Rabbi Ezekiel Isaac
Malekar
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Shri Gaurgopal Das

Syedna Qutbuddin Harmony Prize
In Recognition of Outstanding Efforts in
Building Bridges and
Promoting Peace
The Syedna Qutbuddin Harmony Prize is awarded annually to honour an individual or organization
whose work has had exceptional impact in promoting harmony and peace in India as well as globally,
and in fostering understanding, affection and respect among members of different communities and
denominations.
The Prize is awarded by the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program (QJSP), in conjunction with the
Taqreeb Academic Conference Series. Syedna Fakhruddin TUS launched the Syedna Qutbuddin
Harmony Prize in 2017 in memory of Syedna Qutbuddin, who was an exemplar of promoting harmony
and peace.
The Syedna Qutbuddin Harmony Prize is in the form of a plaque of honour, and a monetary award of
10,00,000 INR (i.e. 10 lacs) to be used toward further efforts of fostering peaceful and harmonious coexistence.
Nominations may be made for individuals or organizations by themselves or by others. If the
nomination is made by a third party, the nominee should have agreed to be considered for the prize.
The selection committee will favour those who create and implement meaningful solutions in their local,
national, and/or international communities: bridge-building efforts which positively address contentious
issues and seek to resolve points of conflict, while promoting dialogue that finds common ground in our
shared humanity.

Special session

—Maulana TUS presents His Holiness the Dalai Lama with
the Syedna Qutbuddin Harmony Prize
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Guiding and Directing
the Affairs of Dawat

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS actively guides and directs Dawat departments,
setting clear short-term and long-term goals for khidmat-guzars. For instance,
Syedna instructed the Communications Department to launch the FatemiDawat.com
website and newsletter in multiple languages: English, Hindi, Gujarati, Arabic, and
Dawat ni Zaban. At the beginning of 1438H, Syedna's instruction was implemented
and FatemiDawat.com is now available in 5 languages.
Syedna TUS continually monitors performance of Dawat’s administrative functions
and expects accountability from khidmat-guzars. All Dawat committees routinely araz
their performance to Maulana. His open-door policy allows anyone to araz any matter
directly and personally to him. Maulana TUS always listens to the araz of all people,
Mumineen and Ibadullah. Syedna’s TUS hands-on involvement in the daily affairs
and the strategic direction of Dawat ensures the fulfillment of its mission and the
spiritual and temporal welfare of Mumineen.

Syedna’s TUS hands-on
involvement in the daily
affairs and the strategic
direction of Dawat ensures the fulfillment of its
mission and the spiritual
and temporal welfare of
Mumineen.
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Legal Overview
Times of India March 2017

Hindustan Times March 2017

The Hindu March 2017

T

he crossexamination
of Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS
continues in the
Bombay High Court.
The next dates are
the 28th and 29th
of January, 2019,
when Syedna’s
cross examination
is expected to be
completed. The
Bombay High Court
has given dates in
March for the cross
examination of the
expert witness,
Professor Wilferd
Madelung, who will
be giving evidence
as an expert on the
subject of Ismaili
history and doctrine.

Free Press Journal December 2017

The Asian Age March 2017

DNA March 2017

Times of India December 2017

Mid Day January 2017

Free Press Journal March 2017
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Zahra Hasanaat
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin:
Religion is

Zahra Hasanaat aims to help families, especially within
the community, to realize and achieve their aspirations in
the areas of health, education and finance. It was Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin's RA wish that the Zahra Hasanaat
mission be achieved through personal interactions with
Mumineen. Zahra Hasanaat interacts with all individuals
with respect and compassion, ensuring that the dignity
of those receiving help is maintained. Zahra Hasanaat
is commited to good governance, transparency, fair
management, responsible use of funds, and accountability.

Love
Faith

Compassion
Goodness

Respect
Peace

M
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59, 454
People helped
Through medical, scholarship,
and microloan welfare services

The Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program
www.qjsp.org
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Objectives:
• Raise awareness of the importance of higher education and help students achieve their
full potential- making sure that financial incapacity would not stand in the way of their
success.
• Inculcate the importance of good character and education. Every stage of the process
encourages and promotes high standards of academic scholarship as well as community
service.
• Guide and nurture students through a mentorship and career counseling network.
• Promote academic conferences and initiatives to promote communal harmony through
education and mutual understanding and award the Syedna Qutbuddin Harmony Prize
to those who have made a significant impact in promoting communal harmony.
In 2017 QJSP grew quickly, sponsoring more candidates (within and beyond
the community) than in 2015-2016 combined. With applicants from over
30 cities, the QJSP faces a difficult task in selecting the most
deserving students, while adhering to Syedna Qutbuddin RA
and Syedna Fakhruddin's TUS directive that at least one third
of the funds be earmarked for women scholars. With a new
mentorship programme, candidates receive career, financial
and religious guidance tailored to their personal circumstances.
Giving back to the community forms an integral part of the
QJSP ethos, and in the last year alone, QJSP volunteers have
spent hundreds of hours working with local schools and within
communities living in poor conditions.
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Medical Clinics and Insurance Subsidy Program
Zahra Hasanaat in partnership with Doctors for You carried out interventions through
health facilities in two areas. The Health Center in Mandala Area is open since January
2017. The Bihar Clinic has been open since May 2018. The services are provided on
a daily basis by the team of doctors, paramedical staff and outreach workers. Quality
health services are easily accessible and affordable to residents of these slum areas and
are available on a daily basis: General OPD, Gynaecology OPD, Immunisation, Growth
monitoring OPD, Family planning & child health services, Malnutrition treatment,
Vitamin A & Deworming, Outreach services. Apart from services at the health
centre, health services and awareness activities are also organised in the area through
community meetings, rallies, street plays etc.
Zahra Hasanaat is also developing a Health Insurance subsidy program to encourage
community members to be prepared for medical emergencies. Often, such medical
emergencies force families with modest means into a spiraling financial crisis.

Mazaar-e-Qutbi Niyaaz
Objectives:
• Provide wholesome food on a daily basis to anyone,
regardless of caste or creed, who may need a meal

FOOD

Mazaar-e-Qutbi Niyaaz is located next to Syedna
Qutbuddin's RA Mazaar in Darus Sakina, Thane. Every day
a hot wholesome vegetarian lunch of dal, rice and a sweet
dish is served from 12pm to 2pm. Daily more than 70kgs of
rice, 44 kgs of dal and 8 kgs of a sweet dish are prepared.
Everyday more than 150 people from all religions and
economic backgrounds partake in the Niyaaz jaman. There
are two full-time staff who manage the operations of the
Niyaaz.

47,058
Meals served
At Mazaar-e-Qutbi Niyaaz

Financial Advisory
Objectives:
• Provide support, advice and consultancy
services for community businesses;
• Provide job placement services for
community members;
• Provide business and personal financing
to community members;
• Educate mumineen on Fatemi-Tayyebi
financial principles and promote their
use in daily transactions

Mumineen, requiring
assistance, are asked to fill
out an application form and
then undergo a detailed
interview process, in order to understand the root-cause of the issue at
hand. Many mumineen businesses have benefitted from the business
consultancy services and/or the business financing provided by the
committee. The committee routinely evaluates complex business cases,
and involves subject-matter experts and outside consultants to provide
mumineen with the best solutions.
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Bethak via video conferencing

Bethak
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS is always concerned about the well-being of Mumineen and Ibadullah in both
their spiritual and worldly matters. In addition to guiding Mumineen during waaz and sabaq’s, Syedna
TUS continues to make himself available to anyone to araz their personal matters to him directly. In
1439H, Syedna TUS, recognizing that Mumineen cannot always travel to make arzis in person, directed
that bethaks be held through the internet.
In these online bethaks, Mumineen from over 20 countries were able to seek the advice and doa
mubarak of Syedna via two-way secure video conference. These bethaks continue on a regular basis.
Syedna also presides over multiple general bethaks held throughout the year – both in Darus Sakina
Thane and Bakersfield - private 1-1 bethaks and public bethaks are both held. Here, hundreds of
Mumineen and ibadullah have arazed their personal matters and received guidance along with countless
blessings directly from Maulana TUS himself.
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Munajaats, Qasidas, Risaalats - Tasneefat
Continuing the legacy of Hudaat Kiraam,
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS composed Munajaat
(supplication to Allah Ta’ala in Arabic) in
Lailatul-Qadar 1438H and 1439H. Syedna
also composed Qasida in Arabic in Madeh
of Imam-uz-Zaman SA in Eid-ul-Fitr. Each
سلام عليك أقطب الهدى
قصيدة في رثاء سيدنا
خزيمة قطب الدين رض

اناجيك ربي مجيب
الدعاء مناجاة ليلة القدر
كلمات ضوء الحق
رسالة رمضانية

يا طيب العصر ولي ال ل��ه
قصيدة عيد الفطر

هـ١٤٣٧

1 4 3 7 Salaamun 'Alayka a

هـ١٤٣٧

1 4 3 7 Do'ai (Munajaat)

هـ١٤٣٧

1 4 3 7 Kalimaatu Daw'il Haqq

هـ١٤٣٧

1 4 3 7 Ya Tayyibal 'Asri

رأيت ضياء ا�لكشف في
ليلة الستر
قصيدة عيد الفطر

حبل الإله ونعمته
قصيدة عيد الفطر

(Risalat)

1 4 3 8 Unaaji Ilaahal 'Arshi Jalla
Jallaluhu (Munajaat)

هـ١٤٣٨

1 4 3 8 Nahro Fadaa'ili Sayyedil

هـ١٤٣٨

1 4 3 8 Ra'ayto Diyaa' al-Kashf fi

هـ أناجيك ربي طالب الفتح والنصر١٤٣٩
مناجاة ليلة القدر

جوهرة خير ليلة القدر
رسالة رمضانية

Unnajeeka Rabbi Mujeebad

Waliyyalaahi (Qasida)

هـ أناجي إله العرش جل جلاله١٤٣٨
مناجاة ليلة القدر

نهر فضائل سيد الوصيين
رسالة رمضانية

Qutbal Huda (Qasida)

هـ١٤٣٩

Munajaat and Qasida is a literary masterpiece
in the tradition of Fatemi adab (literature).
Syedna’s Munajaat shows us the manner in
which to supplicate to the Almighty, what we
should pray for and the wasila-s through which
our prayers are answered. The Qasida in its
succinct praise of Awliyaa’ Kiraam raises our
recognition and ma’rifat of our Mawali Tahereen
and strengthens our faith and valaayat. All
Munajaats and Qasidas were published with
English translation, Dawat-ni-Zaban fehwa and,
for the first time, Hindi and Gujarati translation
as well to enable all Mumineen to understand, at
the very least, the literal meaning.
Syedna also began the tasneef (composition)
of Risalat Ramadaniyyah in Shehrullah 1438H
and another Risalat in 1439H.

Wasiyyeen (Risalat)

Laylatis-Satri (Qasida)

1 4 3 9 Unaajeeka Rabbi Taalibal
Fathe wan-Nasri (Munajaat)

1 4 3 9 Jawharato Khayri Laylatil
Qadr (Risalat)

هـ١٤٣٩

1 4 3 9 Hablul Ilaahi wa

Ne'matoh (Qasida)
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Maulana TUS Safars
Upper Left: Boston, USA:

Mumineen had the sharaf of hosting Aqa Maula
on the occasion of Imam Husain SA Chelum.
Mumineen from the USA and Europe gathered at the airport to receive Aqa Maula. Local
community guests also warmly received Aqa
Maula and welcomed him to Boston. He spoke
with them about the Fatemi Dawat's initiative to
promote taqreeb, harmonious intercommunity
relations.

Lower Left: Indore, India:

“Our coming here is a message that
the mission of Dawat is established
and thriving, it is up to the people of
this city to ensure their well-being
and salvation in this world and the
Aakherat by answering that call.”
- Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
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Mumineen and dignitaries received Syedna TUS
at Indore airport, Mumineen in large numbers
took barakaat in namaaz, majlis, and qadambosi bethak. Syedna also counselled the Indore
Mas’ul and Jamaat committee. Syedna was the
guest of honor at an inter-faith Eid function, entitled Silsila Yaari Ka, the function brought faith
leaders together on the platform of cooperation
and understanding. It was attended by over 400
people.

Lower Middle: New Delhi, India:

Syedna Fakhruddin graced the ziafat of a
Mumin Mukhlis family in Delhi. He also met
with world leaders and invited them to discuss
and implement a coalition to fight the forces of
conflict and division in India and the world.

Lower Right: Dubai, UAE - Eid ul Adha
Syedna granted the long-standing wishes and
araz of Dubai Mumineen to visit their town and
grace them with his presence. Syedna's program
included a camel qurbani program, namaaz,
majlis, bethak and ziafat majlis.

Safars and Ziarat Trips

KARBALA, IRAQ

CAIRO, EGYPT

SURAT, INDIA

UDAPIUR, INDIA

NAJAF, IRAQ
It is Aqa Maula's TUS wish and
desire that Mumineen perform
the ziarat of all wali-ullah once
during their lifetime, especially
Syedus Shohoda Imam Husain
SA, Maulana Ali SA, Aimmat
Tahereen of Misr of Duat Mutlaqeen of Yemen and India.
To ensure this, Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS directed khidmat guzars to set up the Faiz-eHusaini organization in order to
facilitate hujjaj and zaereen for
their ziarat safar of all maqamaat
muqadasaat across the world.
Faiz-e-Husaini has organized
several ziarat safars of Mumineen across the world during the
last year. From Maulana's TUS
generous funding, many Mumineen have been sponsored for
ziarat trips.

MECCA, SAUDI ARABIA
UMRA

LONDON, UK

AHMEDABAD, INDIA

INDORE, INDIA

MORBI, INDIA
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Sabaq
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS is continually engaged
in imparting ilm to Mumineen. Syedna Fakhruddin
conducts five regular sabaq halqas -three haqiqat,
one taawil, one zahir. Additionally Syedna conducts
general sabaqs in Darus Sakina throughout the
year which Mumineen from all across the world
are granted raza to attend, either in-person or
via video conference such as the three day sabaq
program during Milad and weekly sabaq program in
Shehrullah.
Syedna delivered nearly 300 sabaqs this past year.
In addition, Syedna TUS instructs and actively
oversees all Shehzadas, Shehzadis and also other
Mo'allimeen to teach sabaqs and classes to Mumineen
and madrasa classes to young farzando. Over the last
year, in total, more than 500 sabaqs and madrasa
classes were delivered to Mumineen.

Mumineen's Reflections on Sabaq
Mumina ben from New Jersey
Mumin bhai from London
Digital sessions have improved access to sabaqs
significantly. Sitting in the West, I can now listen to
and participate in Aqa Moula's TUS sabaq seamlessly - it is like I was actually present in the sabaq
majlis.

Yusuf bhai from Hyderabad
The sabaqs conducted are very interactive and
questions can be asked freely and openly. No question is considered off-limits. And detailed explanations are provided to each question asked; the
answers satisfy my most burning questions and
deepen my understanding of the subject. Sabaqs
have brightened my overall approach – towards
life in this world, and the life of the hereafter.
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I attend sabaqs regularly online for the last few
years. The depth of Shehzadi's knowledge and the
clarity and sincerity with which she conveys it, is
truly astounding. I leave each sabaq with a deeper
understanding of our faith. The opportunity to obtain Ale Mohammed nu Ilm on a regular basis from
such a learned and dedicated teacher has been
one of the greatest blessings of my life. At its core,
this Ilm helps me to put my daily life in perspective
and understand its purpose.

Mariya ben from Detroit
"Sabaq, for me is the bridge between this world
and the world beyond....It has helped define and
clarify my purpose for being in this world and also
given me an understanding of the Hudood Fozala
who are my guides. Attending Sabaqs has changed
my outlook, I could not imagine what it would be
like if I did not have this opportunity"

Ashara Mubaraka 1439H
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered Ashara
Mubaraka waaz in Darus Sakina, Mumbai. Syedna TUS
deputed Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin
to deliver waaz in London, UK, and Shehzada Dr Aziz
Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin to Bakersfield, USA.
During Ashara, waaz was broadcast live daily from
Mumbai and other worldwide centres via YouTube and
during Ashara alone, the Fatemi Dawat YouTube channel
minutes watched increased by almost 20% more than the
previous year, and YouTube shares more than doubled
compared to the previous year.
In 1439H, for the first time, Syedna TUS gave raza that
daily waaz summaries be published in four languages:
Dawat ni Zabaan, English, Hindi and Gujarati and over
243,000 website pages were viewed during Ashara.

+20 %

243,000

MORE YOUTUBE VIEWS

VIEWS OF WEBSITE
DURING ASHARA

THAN THE YEAR BEFORE
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Interfaith Eid Program - Indore
June 2018

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS was invited as the guest of honour to "Silsila Yaari Ka", an event aimed
to bring faith leaders together on the platform of cooperation and understanding. The function was
organised by Ninad and Adabi Kunba, and was attended by faith leaders from Hindu, Muslim, Christian,
Buddhist, and Sikh communities, as well as prominent members from the police, government, press, and
social services of Indore. Syedna TUS was greeted by the organizers in a welcome address as, “a most
knowledgeable and visionary Muslim leader, head of the Dawoodi Bohra Community.”
In his own address to the audience, Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized the need for introspection,
for all leaders to guide their own communities to be productive and peaceful citizens of our nation.
When Syedna descended from the stage, he was immediately surrounded by members of the gathering,
wanting to seek his blessing, to get a word of counsel from him, to kiss his hand, to get a photograph
with him. This continued for almost half an hour until the organisers had to intervene to allow Syedna
and the all those gathered to proceed for the Eid dinner.

University of Calcutta Interfaith Conference
September 2016

With the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, and in remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin RA, the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program organized a two day international seminar
in partnership with the University of Calcutta, Department of Arabic and Persian, titled “Taqreeb Propagation of Harmonious Relations in Mughal, British and Independent India: The Writings and Activism
of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Emperor Akbar, Prince Dara Shikoh, Allama Iqbal, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan,
Abul Kalam Azad and other Religious and Political Muslim Leaders.” Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, and especially Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA’s nazaraat and hasanaat
were manifest throughout the event and these, along with the doa of their waaris Syedna Fakhruddin TUS
resulted in its resounding success.
During the course of the two-day conference, many different and even controversial ideas were exchanged.
Expressing deep appreciation, participants said that this was a groundbreaking seminar that brought forth
positive ideas and the hope that we can minimize conflict. There was immense interest and enthusaism- so
much so that a resolution to further initiatives and participation in taqreeb activities was authored by QJSP,
and agreed upon and signed by participants of the conference.
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Grassroots Taqreeb Efforts
Dubai - Iftaar Drive
Mumineen of Dubai provide ~3,000 meals every
Shehrullah to less-privileged Muslimeen and
ibadullah (typically laborers, workers, taxi drivers)
in one of the many labor camps situated on the
outskirts of the city. This initiative – to distribute
iftar meals, close to maghrib time – was started two
years ago, during Shehrullah 1437H and is being
conducted every year since. Each meal consists of:
daal, chawwal, fruit or biscuits and water.

Boston - Homeless
Shelter Food Drive
Mumineen of Boston organize regular meal service
events at Rosies Place, a homeless local shelter for
women. They also have partnered with a local Church,
Masjid, and Synagogue, including student groups
and have worked together with these communities to
improve the lives of poor and homeless women.

Los Angeles - Food
Distribution
During Shehrullah, Mumineen of Los Angeles reached
out to Muslimeen families (recent immigrants and
refugees) residing in the city to distribute food packets
to each household. They conducted an initial survey to
determine household size and then custom- prepared
food packets for each household, with items such
as: tea, sugar, juice, bread, dates, jam, honey, biscuit,
beans, rice, lentils - such that their entire nutritional
needs are met, for at least a week.

Hizb-e-Khalillulah
Food Distribution
The zabihat program was hosted in Darus Sakina’s
gardens. As per Syedna’s TUS guidance and irshaad
the meat from the 99 qurbaani on Eid day was
personally distributed by the members of Hizb-eKhalilullah to nearly 2,500 homes in less affluent areas
across Mumbai suburbs under the auspicies of Zahra

London - Interfaith
As per Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS guidance and Syedna
Qutbuddin’s RA example, London Jamaat mumineen
participated in food donations to St Mungo’s
homelessness charity during Sherullah. Mumineen
readied food packets in large boxes and handed them
out individually to each house, getting a chance to hear
the personal stories of various residents.
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FatemiDawat.com & YouTube

India 58%
North
America
7%

Middle East
10%

Pakistan
18%

Other 8%

Africa
2%

Europe
4%

Fatemi Dawat YouTube Channel
Lifetime: 3,050,000 video views
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The map here is from Google Analytics and depicts visits during a
single month to FatemiDawat.com.
These bubbles reflect the density
and volume of FatemiDawat.com
viewership around the world

Fatemidawat.com
Zoomed in India Map

Lifetime: 12,500,000 page views
Lifetime: 1,928,693 unique visitors

India

Visitor s from
155 countries
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